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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 6 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

6.1 WORD PRACTICE  
 
NEW LETTERS: INITIAL N= TPH- and INITIAL M= PH- 
 

1. nail TPHAEUL nil TPHEUL null TPHUL nod TPHOD 

2. nor TPHOER net TPHET note TPHOET knob TPHOB 

3. meal PHAEL mop PHOP mad PHAD met PHET 

4. mess PHES meat PHAET me PHE mat PHAT 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 6 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

6.2 WRITING DRILL  
 

1. the mat the mob a mate the net the mace 

2. a nip the maze the mess a mill the nag 

3. the mug a nap the nod the mass a mop 

4. to mug the mare a mole to mar to nap 

5. to mail to nab to miss to nag to mope 

6. to note to mug    
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 6 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

6.3 PRACTICE SENTENCES   
 
 

1. The mare is a nag. The mare was a nag. 

2. Where is the mug? He will mug her today. 

3. He will mail the note. I will mail the note. 

4. The mutt is to nap. The mutt is to nap today. 

5. The mob will nail Ned. The mob will nail Mel. 

6. Mop the mat. Nate will mop the mat. 

7. Matt will nail the mob. Nate will nail the mob. 

8. Ned will mail the letter. Nate will mail the letter. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 6 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

6.4 CONFLICT OUTLINES  
 
 

1. stair STAUER stare STA*EUR mail MAEUL male MA*EUL 

2. hail HAEUL hale HA*EUL hair HAEUR hare HA*EUR 

3. bail BAEUL bale BA*EUL sail SAEUL sale SA*EUL 

4. pail PAEUL pale PA*EUL tail TAEUL tale TA*EUL 

5. pair PAEUR pare PA*EUR pear PAER   

6. poll POL pole POEL roll ROL role ROEL 

7. doe DOE dough DO*E made MAEUD maid MA*EUD 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 6 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

6.5 PRACTICE SENTENCES  
 
 

1. The dog has a big tail. Tell us the sad tale. 

2. The cat had no tail. Did you hear the tale? 

3. He ate the roll. What is the role he has?   

4. The cat would roll in the hay. She has a role in the show. 

5. Mail the letter. Pat is a male. 

6. Is the letter in the mail? What male would mop it up? 

7. He was less pale today. The mud is in the pail. 

8. Tess was pale. Lug the pail to Bob. 

9. Rob will stare at you. Show Pat where the stair is. 

10. The dog would stare at the bug. Where is the stair? 

11. Ned will hail the cab. What a hale lad Bob is. 

12. It will hail today. The hale lad will pull it. 

13. He will show it at the sale. Will you sail today? 

14. The sale is at the shop. The ship will sail. 

15. The pair had a date. To pare is to cut. 

16. The pair had a spat. He will pare the pear. 

17. The pole was in the store. What did the poll show? 

18. It was a big pole. I know the poll will help. 

19. He has red hair. The hare was in the shade. 

20. Will she cut her hair? The hare was in the race. 

21. Pet the doe. Knead the dough. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 6 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

6.5 PRACTICE SENTENCES CONTINUED 
 

22. I will pay the bail. Where is the bale of hay? 

23. She made the bed. The maid made us laugh. 

24. I made a bad bet. Kay made it up to her. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 6 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

6.6 BRIEFS AND PHRASES  
 

1. in N- (TPH-) in a NA in the N-T 

2. some SM- any NI ask SK- 

3. help HEP month MO   

4. credit KR- (initial R) consider K-R (final –R)   
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 6 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

6.7 BRIEF DRILLS  
 
 

1. in what some when any which 

2. help where month about what consider 

3. letter in today some letter any 

4. open ask did help credit month 

5. where credit which month consider about 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 6 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

6.8 PRACTICE SENTENCES 
 
 

1. The mutt is in her shed. It was in her letter. Was it a hole in her coat? 

2. She has some credit. Some are a mess. Some company will sell. 

3. The month was up. Tell us which month. He has a month to pay. 

4. Note any map.  Mail any letter. Ship any coat. 

5. Ask her to mail it. Will you ask his boss? Ask the kid to mop it. 

6. Help her to map the maze. Remember to help her. He has to help in some way. 

7. He has bad credit. What was his credit? Credit the bill when I pay it. 

8. Will you consider it? Consider the company. Did he consider the mare? 

9. You are in a mess. He was in a rut. We were in a hole. 

10 Put the letter in the mail. The bait is in the shop. Help her in the shop. 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 6 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

6.9 CONSONANT COMPOUNDS 

 

1. star stop stiff stir stat stub 

2. step still stole staff store state 

3. stale stab stag stay stuff stud 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

This assignment is designed to be completed in Lesson 6 of the Platinum Steno Theory Class.  
Please follow all of the instructions in the video before attempting to complete this assignment. 

6.10 PRACTICE SENTENCES 

1. She was the star. Stop at a store. What is the state? 

2. He stole the stuff. The staff will step up. He will stub his toe. 

3. Stir the pot. Credit the staff with it. The step is still low. 

4. He shot the stag. The stuff is stiff. Ned is a star. 

5. He will pay more. He will pay more to the store.  

6. The stair is low. Nail up the stair.  

7. Hit the nail. Hit the nail in the keg.  

8. Where was the mess? Where was the mess to mop up?  

9. He may ship it. He may ship the stuff. He may ship the stuff to me. 

10. Stop at his store. Stop at his store to pay. Stop at his store to pay me. 

11. Pay in a month. Pay it in a month. Pay the bill in a month. 

12. Consider the way. You consider the way. You consider a way to ship. 

 


